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          December 2015 
Regular Features 
 
Passive House Planning Package 9 (PHPP9) 

 
I am pleased to inform you that the English version of PHPP9 is now available to purchase from us online at: http://www.aecb.net/carbonlite/carbonlite-programme/phpp-software/ 
If you own a copy of PHPP7 or 8 you are entitled to a copy at the reduced upgrade price of £105 plus VAT if you are an AECB member. If you are no longer an AECB member the price for the upgrade is £115 plus VAT. This is the full product, a new manual and disc.   
If you have not already got a copy of DesignPH you may wish to take this opportunity to purchase this product. Prices for AECB members and non members are at: http://www.aecb.net/carbonlite/carbonlite-programme/phpp-software/ 
Omnisense Remote Monitoring System 

 
The AECB has negotiated an ongoing rate of benefit to members and can offer the Omnisense remote monitoring system at significantly preferential terms to AECB members for projects that would benefit from environmental condition monitoring.   
The Omnisense system is a web-based remote monitoring system for buildings that measures relative humidity, temperature and moisture level. Currently members who have taken up this offer are monitoring various internal wall insulation constructions, insulated suspended timber floors, conditions within brickwork that has been externally insulated, etc 
To obtain a quotation for the Omnisense Remote Monitoring System please contact gill@aecb.net.   A forum board has been set up for discussion – click here to read more. 
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AECB News 
 
Welcome New Members! 

 
A warm welcome to the following new members who have joined the AECB recently; 

Edinburgh Handyman Ltd Edinburgh 
LTS Architects  London 
Lawrence Duck Architecture and Design Devon 
Ian Mumford Nottinghamshire 
EnviroBuild  London 
Melissa Fairley Kent 
Gwilym Still Cambridgeshire 
Patrick Prendergast London 
Matthew Peake Cumbria 
Andrew Mitchelmore Devon 
Woodgates Builders Bristol 
Carbon Futures Glasgow 
Organic Roofs East Sussex 

Some company members listed above have a link to their listing in our searchable Member Directory and this is because they have updated their profile with more information.   
If you have joined AECB as a company, ensure you have logged into www.aecb.net in order to enhance your profile as this will make it more searchable.   If you need a reminder of your log in details or require more information, please email here. 
Membership as a Christmas Gift  

 
Have you thought about AECB Membership as a Christmas Gift for a family member or friend?  Our student membership is only £36.00 for the year and a Supporting Individual membership is £54.00. 
Please email here for more details.  
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Member benefits and Discounts 

 
We have revamped our “Membership Benefits’ page here so if you are not a member take a look.  If you are already a member, use this page to ensure you are making the most of your membership.  Don’t forget to scroll down to the Trade Discounts offered to members too! 
Soapbox 

 
AECB soapbox is a platform which members and guest contributors can use to put forward an idea, view, opinion, or a distinctive practice or product that they are itching to share with fellow AECB members. Comment and counter-opinion is invited via a direct link to the AECB’s member forum here. 
There are two Soapboxes this month; 

   
Decline and Fall by AECB Guest Author, Andrew Warren.  Read here 
 

   
Does Passivhaus Pay? By David Olivier. Read here  
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Training 
 
AECB CarbonLite Passivhaus Designer courses 
 

 
With Passivhaus expertise more and more in demand, AECB CarbonLite courses offer the chance to gain the internationally recognised Certified Passivhaus Designer qualification. At the same time you will be benefiting from material uniquely tailored to UK building situations and showcasing UK examples. You can take the full Passivhaus Designer course, leading to the exam, or individual modules, such as 'Fundamentals of Passivhaus', to improve specific areas of knowledge. 
Our trainers are highly experience UK experts who are actually designing/ building Passivhaus in UK. Amongst others, Bill Butcher, Eric Parks, Mark Siddall, Alan Clarke, Marine Sanchez, Sally Godber, Will South and Nick Grant. Not to mention Peter Warm and the rest of the WARM staff who have supported over 200 buildings in low energy design, and are Passivhaus certifiers. Their collective experience includes non-domestic buildings, large residential schemes and real Passivhaus construction experience.  
Our courses have been running and continuously updated for over 5 years, with proven experience of delivering successful Passivhaus buildings. The 2-week programme is delivered using a mixture of lectures, group and individual learning, and includes site visits to innovative Passivhaus developments, a chance to socialise and to build a support network of Passivhaus professionals. 
Find out more at the AECB website http://www.aecb.net/carbonlite/carbonlite-programme/training-courses/ 
Our next courses are coming up in Plymouth, 8th February and London, 9th May. Please email us at training@peterwarm.co.uk or call Ingrid on 01752 542546 to book a place.  
Early Bird Rate until the 31st December! 

Plymouth 2016 London A 2016 Hereford 2016 
Week 1 
Fundamentals of Passivhaus  8th Feb 9th May 5th Sep 
Science of Passivhaus  9-10th Feb 10-11th May 6-7th Sep 
Construction of Passivhaus  11th Feb 12th May 8th Sep 
designPH* (optional)  to confirm to confirm to confirm 
Week 2 
Building Services of Passivhaus  22-23rd Feb  23-24th May 19-20th Sep 
PHPP 24-25th Feb 25-26th May 21-22nd Sep 
Revision  26th Feb 27th May 23rd Sep 
Exam  12th Mar  3rd Jun 8th Oct 
Early Bird Cost: full course including exam: £2,000 + VAT for AECB members and from £300 + VAT for individual modules. See http://www.aecb.net/carbonlite/carbonlite-programme/training-courses/ for more details. 
Terms and Conditions apply. 
Online Therm course  
How bad are your thermal bridges? Thermal bridges are one of the key ways that buildings lose much more heat than expected.  Understanding them is critical to designing low energy buildings. Learn how to use the (free) software “THERM” with the experts from the AECB CarbonLite team.  The new online Therm course allows people to learn at their own speed and in their own time. 
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Watch our 2 min promotional video here:www.carbonlitetraining.co.uk 
To sample the course you can log in as a guest and use the set up instructions “Setting up THERM for Use in Thermal Bridge Calculations” that will guide you step by step to install Therm on your computer. The initial set up of Therm can be a bit tricky and as part of the course we offer assistance if you get stuck.  
The on-line course costs is £200+VAT for one year’s access to the Moodle course and a nominal 2 hours support by email. Contact training@peterwarm.co.ukfor more details. 
 
Local Group News 
 
For full details of the events listed below and forthcoming events please visit www.aecb.net/events/  for up to date information on all of these events including dates, times and venues or email gill@aecb.net  to request that your name be added to a Local Group mailing list. 
 

 Cornwall Group Christmas Meeting 
The group will be meeting from 8.30 on 7th December in the Old Ale House in Truro Cornwall for Christmas drinks. 
Full details of all Local Group events can be found at www.aecb.net/events/ 
 
AECB Member News 
 
Product Innovation Award – Beattie Passive Retrofit 

 
AECB Members, Beattie Passive are thrilled to announce that they have won the Buildings and Energy Efficiency Product Innovation Award for the Beattie Passive TCosyTM. The Beattie Passive TCosy provides a deep retrofit solution that can regenerate existing housing stock to zero carbon, eradicate fuel poverty, regenerate local communities, provide a return on capital investment and importantly residents can remain in their homes for the duration of the works.  
The innovative system takes existing buildings and wraps around a highly insulated frame and can be built to any design, shape or size enabling the system to easily retrofit the UK’s complex property portfolio. 
Steel Farm and the International Passivhaus Open Days 
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Steel Farm Passivhaus opened its door to the public for the International Passivhaus Open Days. With almost 85 visitors over the three days the event was a huge success. Winner of the UK small projects category at the UK Passivhaus Awards, the feedback has been amazing: 
“The one thing that struck me the most was the excellent light levels together with the views from windows.” 
“It clearly does what it was intended to do: the right sized rooms in the right places to suit the owners' particular lifestyle.” 
“I would be very happy to know that it would always be comfy and cosy - that is all most people want to be warm and comfortable.” 
“The internal climate felt balanced, most houses either feel too hot or draughty. Calm and peaceful would also be words to describe the house.” 
If you missed attending the open days then you might like to know that earlier this year architect Mark Siddall prepared a three part documentary series. 
It reveals proven strategies you can use to avoid mistakes when planning to design and build a sustainable low energy home or a Passivhaus. 
Using award winning Steel Farm as a case study it identifies what the most successful self builds do differently to create excellent levels of satisfaction and performance. 
You can start watching the free online documentary by clicking here or you can visit the architect's website here 
Greendale Cottage Shortlisted in Buildings & Efficiency Awards 

 
new bold design are pleased to announce that Greendale Cottage was shortlisted for an award in the domestic new build category at the Buildings & Efficiency Awards. 
Although they didn’t win the award, they were “highly commended” in second place out of seven homes. 
Go to http://www.new-bold-design.co.uk/residential/Band-A-passive-house-design.php  
 
News  
 
Earthship Brighton – Crowdfunding Date Extended to 11th December 2015 
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The Save Earthship Brighton crowdfunding campaign has passed the £3,000 mark. The money raised so far will allow the installation of a new ultraviolet, chemical-free filtration system to purify the rainwater at the Earthship. There’s still plenty more to do to help get the Earthship back up and running.  The campaign date has been extended to Friday 11th December. 
Read the original story here. 
Bristol Becomes Beacon Of Best Practice For Sustainable Cities At COP21 
The UK's first and current European Green Capital, Bristol, is encouraging other cities across the continent to 'go green' as it shares an online toolkit at the Cities and Regions Pavilion within the COP21 climate conference. 
The Bristol Method will cover a range of subjects including energy, resources, transport, food and nature 
Bristol, which is co-hosting the Pavilion during the Paris talks, is offering COP21 delegates a free online toolkit called 'The Bristol Method', which highlights and documents what Bristol has learnt from its time as Europe's Green Capital. 
The Bristol Method covers a range of subjects including energy, resources, transport, food and nature, highlighting how other cities can use these topics as a way to kick-start greater resource and energy efficiency, 
Currently, there are 24 documents available on the toolkit, with more to be added every week. Bristol wants to ensure that it leaves a valuable and beneficial legacy as its time as the European Green Capital comes to an end. 
As examples of Bristol's green revolution, the city recently announced savings of £1m after installing 20,000 LED streetlamps across the city, reducing carbon emissions by 4,000 tonnes in the process. Last week, the city also announced that it could soon be home to a fleet of a 130 'poo-powered' buses after a successful pilot project earlier this year. 
And last month, the city played host to a Business Summit, where DIY retailer Kingfisher and flat-pack furniture maker IKEA both indicated a strong desire to move towards the sharing economy and servitisation, as a "natural progression" of their business models.  
Full story at http://www.edie.net/news/6/Bristol-offers-green-toolkit-for-cities-at-Paris/  
Kingfisher makes £50m renewables investment to reduce grid energy consumption 
International home improvement firm Kingfisher, whose brands include B&Q and Screwfix, has unveiled an ambitious new £50m investment into renewable energy. 
The investment will see the roll-out of photovoltaic solar panels across selected stores in the UK and France 
The investment forms part of a plan to reduce Kingfisher's energy consumption from the grid by 10% in the next two years. It will see the roll-out of photovoltaic (PV) solar panels across selected stores in the UK and France, with further plans to be implemented across the 10 countries where Kingfisher operates. 
Future renewables will also include air-source heat pumps, combined heat and power boilers and new fuel cell generation. These renewables follow on from the success of the PV installation at the Screwfix head office in Yeovil, which has seen more than a third of the centre's power generated through solar. 
This announcement follows on from the Net Positive movement in 2012, which Kingfisher led. The movement urges companies to redesign how they operate in order to have a positive impact on the world. Highlights from the 2015 Net Positive Report include reaching 92% responsibly sourced timber and paper products last year, 2% ahead of Kingfisher’s 2016 target and well on-track to hit the 100% target by 2020. 
Kingfisher has aspirations for every store and customer home to be at least zero-carbon by 2050 and has already reduced property portfolio energy intensity by 17% - a milestone reached one year ahead of schedule. 
Kingfisher continues to make great strides with its sustainability pledges, but other retailers have been busy laying out their own credentials. A host of high-profile companies, including NIKE and Procter & Gamble, are the latest to join RE100 - an initiative whose members are committed to sourcing 100% renewable energy. 
Full story at http://www.edie.net/news/6/Kingfisher-pledges--50m-renewables-investment/  
Include Energy Efficiency Ratings In Mortgage Calculations, Urges UKGBC 
The UK Green Building Council (UKGBC) has launched a new project aiming to encourage mortgage lenders to include energy efficiency ratings in their calculations. 
Initially, members of the project will test the use of Energy Performance Certificates (EPCs) in estimating energy costs in individual homes 
The project, known as LENDERS will do two things – firstly it will build an evidence base to support the case for the inclusion of these figures. 
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For example, the UKGBC recently released research showing that energy-efficient homes would be more valuable if banks and building societies used more accurate estimates of household energy bills in their mortgage calculations. 
Secondly the LENDERS project will create a methodology that will enable mortgage lenders to easily incorporate energy efficiency ratings into their calculations. 
Initially, members of the project will test the use of Energy Performance Certificates (EPCs) in estimating energy costs in individual homes. 
Supported and part funded by Innovate UK, the research draws on the expertise of diverse groups with green credentials, including Nationwide Building Society, Principality Building Society, Zero Carbon Hub, Constructing Excellence in Wales, BRE, Energy Saving Trust, Arup and University College London (UCL). 
In last week’s Autumn Statement, domestic energy efficiency plans appeared to take a hit, as George Osborne said the Energy Company Obligation (ECO) would be reformed to cut household energy bills. 
The proposed replacement will have a budget around half of the ECO scheme and is expected to significantly lower the amount of houses being insulated every year. 
Full story at http://www.edie.net/news/6/Include-energy-efficiency-ratings-in-mortgage-calculations-urges-UKGBC/  
7 questions George Osborne didn't answer in his Spending Review 
Chancellor George Osborne spoke for an hour and the Government released a 154-page document detailing the changes made to Britain's economic plan today, but when it comes to green policy, there STILL seems to be more questions than answers. 
The Autumn Statement document included a pledge to reduce the projected cost of green policies on the average annual household energy bill by £30 from 2017 
edie has covered everything a green business needs to know from the Autumn Statement and the Spending Review here, but in this article we digs a little deeper into the questions that remain unanswered on the UK's energy and environment policy.  
1) Are the cuts to DECC really reasonable? 
DECC saw its budget cut by 22%, lower than the widespread expectation of 30%, but some commentators have suggested that the planned savings were gained by simply delaying costs. 
The Government said the department could save £1bn between 2016-17 and 2019-20, through “efficiencies and savings in the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority”. 
Part of the plan is to delay the decommissioning of 'non-safety-critical projects', but as Simon Evans, policy editor at Carbon Brief, pointed on Twitter, that is simply delaying the cost rather than reducing it.  
2) Is Defra's budget cut steeper than it looks? 
Defra’s budget was cut by 15% - roughly half of what was initially expected. 
The Autumn Statement document said the savings would be delivered through “efficiencies within the department and across its network”. 
Good news? Concerns remain that £2.3bn of the budget was earmarked for flood defences over the next six years, meaning that the cuts could be felt more severely in other areas like waste and recycling. 
3) Are those flood defence plans flawed? 
On the topic of flooding, Osborne said that 300,000 homes would be protected from flooding by a ring-fenced £2.3bn. 
However, another change may limit the ability of local authorities to invest in their own defences. 
Osborne said that by the end of the parliament, local governments will keep all of the revenue from business rates. 
However, because of this cash boost, the existing local government grant will be phased out entirely, meaning that councils with flourishing businesses could have significantly more funds those councils in poorer areas. 
4) Has Osborne really "committed" to energy efficiency? 
The Autumn Statement document included a pledge to reduce the projected cost of green policies on the average annual household energy bill by £30 from 2017. 
It said the bulk of these savings would come from reform of the Energy Company Obligation (ECO) scheme, which forces large energy suppliers to deliver energy efficiency measures to homes. 
Surprisingly, the Government said this will be replaced in April 2017 with a new cheaper domestic energy efficiency supplier obligation, which will run for five years. 
According to the official statement: “The new scheme will upgrade the energy efficiency of over 200,000 homes per year, saving those homes up to £300 off their annual energy bill, tackling the root cause of fuel poverty and delivering on the government’s commitment to help 1 million more homes this Parliament.” 
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However, industry experts are less impressed... 
Greenpeace chief scientist Doug Parr added: "One of the ways George Osborne said he intends to cut fuel bills is by slashing the energy efficiency fund.  This is nonsensical as this fund actually helps people to cut their bills and keep warm by draft proofing and insulating their homes. 
"Cutting the fund simply means fewer homes will be kept warm. The number of people dying from cold in their homes is rising and this short-termist approach to that horrible fact will do nothing to help that." 
5) Will renewables subsidy cuts actually "keep bills down"? 
The Autumn Statement document also suggested that the Governments proposed cuts to the Feed-in Tariff and the Renewables Obligation would cut bills by £6 a year by 2020/21. 
However, nearly all of that saving will actually be put back onto bills by Osborne's announcement that energy intensive industries (such as steel) would be exempt from the policy costs of the Renewables Obligation and Feed-in Tariffs. 
The Government said these industries shouldn’t have to bear the costs of supporting renewables, “to ensure that they have long-term certainty and remain competitive”. This change will add £5 on to the average household bill every year until 2020/21. 
Commentators pointed out that the Government had essentially cut renewable energy subsidises in order to lower bills, and then put those bills right back up to support some of the most polluting industries. 
6) Is the Government really "doubling" support for renewables? 
Earlier in the day, Chancellor and Prime Minister David Cameron both proclaimed that"spending on renewable energy is to double". But it is important to note that this is not actually 'new' money - it is just the existing fund for supporting renewable energy agreed under the coalition Government. 
7) Why was CCS ignored? 
The Autumn Statement speech and document both completely ignored carbon capture and storgae (CCS), prompting industry insiders to wonder: 
Full story at http://www.edie.net/news/6/Include-energy-efficiency-ratings-in-mortgage-calculations-urges-UKGBC/  
Unilever and M&S offer 'preferential sourcing' to countries with sustainable forestry policies 
Unilever and Marks and Spencer's have announced they will try and source commodities like palm oil, beef, soy and paper from countries and regions with ambitious climate and forestry initiatives, in a joint effort to end global deforestation. 
The two firms, which have already made their own deforestation pledges, said that eliminating deforestation on a global scale is “something we need to collaborate on”.  The move is intended to offer market-based rewards for countries with sustainable forestry pledges and encourage others to follow. 
The planet loses an average of 3.3 million hectares of forests each year after reforestation is considered. 
Roughly half of all tropical deforestation and forest degradation is driven by demand for commodities such as palm oil, beef, soy, pulp and paper, cocoa, and coffee. Greenhouse gas emissions from forests and agriculture already account for approximately one-quarter of all emissions worldwide 
To qualify for preferential sourcing, nations must have an INDC, a strategy for how to reduce emissions from forests, and a system for measuring emissions from deforestation. 
The two companies are currently the only signatories to the statement, but said they will encourage fellow members of the Consumer Goods Forum to sign up. 
As well as Prince Charles calling for a global response to deforestation, a coalition of big businesses – including Unilever and APRIL –  announced a plan to stabilize forest cover by 2030 and restore forest cover to 1990 levels by 2050. 
APRIL group, one of the world’s largest paper producers, also announced a $100m investment into conservation and restoration practices across Indonesia. 
Unilever has been a huge presence at the climate talks in Paris, having pledged to become carbon positive by 2030. 
Full story at http://www.edie.net/news/4/Unilever-and-M-S-offer--preferential-sourcing--to-countries-with-sustainable-forestry-policies/  
Forest Sector steps up to mitigate climate change through increased forest cover and use of forest products 
On the forests thematic day at the COP21 meeting in Paris, leading global forest companies have outlined their ambition to address climate change through increasing global forest cover and the use of forest products. 
Under the banner of the World Business Council for Sustainable Development’s Low Carbon Technology Partnerships initiative, the Forests and Forests Products as Carbon Sinks working group has identified and quantified the emissions mitigation potential from sustainable forest management and the widespread use of forest products. 
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Currently, planted forests account for only 6.6% of world’s forests. The ambition and the recommendation of the working group is to increase this area by 158 million hectares, equivalent to 17% of the US landmass, by 2050, with a focus on the potential for degraded land to be restored. 
The next phase in the ambition is to meet the tripling global demand for forest products from sustainably managed forests by 2050 and to fast track bio economy development through cross-sector and value chain collaboration. 
Underpinning this ambition is the recognition that forests store vast amounts of carbon. 
Wood-based products, from sustainably managed forests, contribute to carbon sequestration, annually adding 189 million tons of carbon per year.  Forests and its products are therefore one of the most effective and completely natural systems for the sequestration and storage of carbon. 
A key feature of the action plan is the closer collaboration proposed between the forest sector value chain and the construction, automotive and energy sectors. 
Regional dialogues in five countries found that the construction sector could play a significant role in creating the demand conditions that would support the growth of sustainably managed forests. 
The plan advocates for a shift from an economic reliance on fossil-fuels to a renewable, forest-based bio-economy. 
Importantly, the members of the Forests and Forest Products as Carbon Sinks working group will take responsibility for reporting their achievements as part of the Forest Solutions Group Key Performance Indicator Project which tracks companies’ sustainability performance. 
Drawing on the expertise of the global forest sector value chain, the Forests and Forest Products as Carbon Sinks LCTPi working group engaged a range of NGO, research and academic organizations through regional dialogues in South Africa, India, the USA, Brazil and Europe to develop the action plan. 
The members of the working group are Svenska Cellulosa AB (SCA), UPM, Metsä Group, International Paper, Stora Enso, Suzano, CMPC, Weyerhaeuser, Fibria, Grupo Portucel Soporcel, APRIL Group, Unilever.  Technical support was provided by NCASI. 
Source http://www.wbcsd.org/forest-sector-steps-up-to-mitigate-climate-change-through-increased-forest-cover.aspx  
 
Dates For Your Diary 
 
Certified Passivhaus Tradesperson Training 8th-9th December 
Whole Energy are running Certified Passivhaus Tradesperson Training on 8th-9th December (8.3am – 5.00pm) 
Venue: CTS Unit A Frenbury Business Park, Hellesdon Park Road, Norwich NR6 5DP 
Cost: £700 plus VAT (excluding Examination Fee) 
10% Discount for PHT/AECB Members 
For full details click here  
 
If you have any news, events or courses you would like to publicise in Network then please email details to network@aecb.net. 


